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Knowledge Management*
The effectiveness of communities of practice

The ability to….

� Share Knowledge 

� Share Technique

� Share Technology
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Communities of Practice
a method to promote organizational learning…

1. A recognized domain of interest that the 
group members share an interest in and 
commit to,

2. Relationships between group members that 
allow them to engage in joint activities, share 
information and help each other, and

3. The development of a shared practice that 
consists of shared resources, experiences, 
stories, tools, etc.*
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� Are self directed

� Led by members of the group, rather than by 
management, or committee hierarchy

� Built following  prescribed methodology that 
includes definition of objectives through a 
community charter

� Community members use document-sharing, 
con-calls and web-conferencing for 
exchanging information. 
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National Auto Body Council
In-Language Community (draft)

� Vision – Full inclusion of multi ethnic groups into 

the auto collision industry with equal access to 

training, services and products 

� Mission - To provide the collision industry with 

value added services from within in order to 

facilitate equal access to training, services and 

products  
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The percentage of non English speakers in the country 

is growing. The Hispanic community population was 

12.5% in 2000 and is projected to increase to 15.5% 

this year. In order to meet the needs of the customer 

base as well as current and future collision industry 

employees we have to be prepared to include them 

and communicate.  Doing so will result in better 

trained technicians, better & quicker repairs and lead 

to enhancement of the image of the collision industry.
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